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Installing Wordpress is an easy task if the user follows the step wise instructions. If the user has
complied with the Wordpress hosting requirements, then the application would have been installed
in a successful manner. Once done with the installation, the user should not rush into beginning the
blog. It is always best to explore the features offered by any application before starting to work with
it. This will give a better understanding of the Wordpress features to the users while they are
working with it.

Wordpress features	

A Wordpress user can go through the tutorial to get an idea of the Wordpress features. There are so
many resources available on this topic that will be of utmost help to the users. Before beginning to
work on the Wordpress features, the users should first acquaint themselves as to how to use these
features.

The control room or the main engine of Wordpress is the Administration Screen. This is where the
userâ€™s creativity and innovations are brought to the fore. This important Wordpress feature is usually
referred to as the brain behind the userâ€™s website. It enables the users to control the access to the
installation of Wordpress. This screen has sections, toolbar, header, main navigation, work area and
the footer. It has the admin bar at its top.

Next step is test driving the Wordpress site. This will help the users to understand the most
important feature of the Wordpress application â€“ themes. This will help in the design of the layout of
the Wordpress blog. Many minute details should be observed while going through the themes.

The user will have a default post as soon as the Wordpress application gets installed in the system.
The page on which this post appears is the home page of the user. This page will contain the all the
recent posts made by the user. By clicking on the titles, the user will be directed to the specific page
on which the post is made. Similar posts (i.e) posts made on similar topics can be placed under
categories and tags. This is another important Wordpress feature that helps users and readers to
narrow down their search while browsing through the blogs.

Controlling the Wordpress features

As soon as a user logs on to his/her Wordpress account, the first page that appears on the screen is
the â€˜Dashboardâ€™. It has all the notifications of recent updates and posts that has taken place in the
blog. The left side of this screen contains the main navigation menu which lists down the functions
that can be performed using any menu.

The following menus are prominently visible on this screen â€“ Dashboard, Posts, Media, Links, Pages,
Comments, Appearance, Plugins, Users, Tools and Settings. Each and every one of the above
mentioned Wordpress features need to be understood, at least the basics, so that they could be
used to the best effect of the Wordpress blog.

Deciding on the needed Wordpress features

The success of a blog is determined by its quality content and also by the interactions of the blogger
with the readers. Blogs which are intended for commercial purposes and which targets specific
category of customers should have all the needed information on the blog. Interesting content will
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definitely attract more visitors to the blog. Another important Wordpress feature is the comments
section. This is the channel by which the readers and the blog owner get to interact with each other.
However, the blog owner can first moderate these comments and then approve them to be
displayed on the screen. This will serve to cut down unwanted debates and spamming.
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